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WHAT’S YOUR BIG IDEA FOR THE FUTURE OF MELBOURNE?

To prepare for the next decade, the City of Melbourne is bringing the community together to refresh the goals for Future Melbourne. We invite you to add your ideas and vision for our city’s future.

Add idea  View ideas  How it works
Start survey

Ideas

We have identified five trends for Melbourne to get you thinking about our future. Explore these, and help us refresh the current Future Melbourne goals by adding your ideas and vision below. Start a conversation by commenting and voting on an existing idea.

162 ideas have been proposed. You have 37 days remaining to share.

INTRODUCE THE MELBOURNE DOLLAR

Brendan Barrett
RMIT University
23 February, 2016

The introduction of a local currency for Melbourne is likely to have a positive impact on local traders. There are numerous examples around the world... more

CITY PROMOTING ARCHITECTURAL CREATIVITY

MUN SOON
22 February, 2016

Jeff Kenneth stared it with the demolition of the Gas & Fuel Building and Hondo Katsalidis with the new Republic Tower. Can we put in place more... more

MELBOURNE CEMETERY TOMBSTONES

Kraege
22 February, 2016

I wonder if we have any programs to preserve the old Melbourne cemetery tombstones? Wandered through the cemetery a few years ago and they were in poor... more

AIRPORT TRAIN CONNECTION

Fabio Vettiger
22 February, 2016

This is something that needs to be done if Melbourne in the near future wants to compete against other top cities. The skybus alone is not enough... more